
POLICY REGARDING TEAM HIRES

The following policy has been reviewed and approved by the Leadership Team.  It is intended to
define the process for an agent building a team in the Market Center or at one of the branch
locations.

Once an Agent (herein referred to as “Rainmaker”) is eligible to build a team, the Rainmaker may
begin looking for Candidate Agents to join the team in accordance with the processes outlined
below.  Please note that all candidate agents as part of the hiring process must also meet with the
Team Leader prior to an offer being made by the Rainmaker.

AGENTS OUTSIDE KELLER WILLIAMS:
Rainmaker can meet with any agents they wish from other companies.  As referenced above, the
Team Leader will also need to meet with the candidate agent should the Rainmaker be
considering extending an offer to join their team.

Compensation structure with the market center to be chosen at the time of signing per the
structure outlined in the KW YOUR WAY document.  Team Member will be able to choose from
the “Team Member” packages.

**PLEASE NOTE: Rainmakers hiring agents onto their teams from outside KW that have held a
California Real Estate License for twelve (12) months or less and have completed less than three
(4) transactions are not required to put their team member into the Launch Program.  However,
they may choose to have their team member participate in the Team Launch Bootcamp. Please
see the Director of Productivity for more information.

KW NORTHERN CALIFORNIA/HAWAII AGENTS:
Should Rainmaker wish to discuss a team opportunity with an agent from a KW inside our
Region, written permission from the Team Leader of the Candidate Agent’s Market Center must
first be obtained.   This is a KWRI policy that MUST be honored.  If Rainmaker is approached by
an agent from another KW regarding an opportunity on the team this policy still applies.  Once
written permission has been obtained Rainmaker can proceed with the hiring process.

Compensation structure with the market center to be chosen at the time of signing per the
structure outlined in the KW YOUR WAY document.  Team Member will be able to choose from
the “Team Member” packages.



EXISTING MARKET CENTER AGENTS:
If Rainmaker would like to talk with an existing Heirloom Ventures agent about a team opportunity
permission from the Team Leader must be obtained.

Team Member will remain on their existing compensation structure until their company dollar
anniversary date. At that time they will be able to choose one of the KW Your Way Team Member
comp plans.

LAUNCH PROGRAM AGENTS:
Agents currently enrolled in the Launch Program are not eligible to be considered for a team
position until Candidate Agent has completed their first four (4) transactions.  Rainmaker may
refer leads to the Candidate Agent in the program at an agreed upon referral fee amount. Please
note:  The Launch Coach is still compensated 20% of the total Gross Commission Income
not just off the Launch client portion.

THRIVE PROGRAM AGENTS:
Should a Rainmaker choose to approach an existing Thrive Program agent with a team
opportunity the following must occur prior to a conversation with the Candidate Agent:

1) Rainmaker to speak with Thrive Coach and seek permission to approach Candidate
Agent.

2) Rainmaker to notify the Director of Productivity  in writing Thrive coach consent and who
the Candidate Agent is.

Upon completion of the hiring process should the Rainmaker elect to offer Candidate Agent a role
on their team Rainmaker is to notify the Team Leader, Director of Productivity and  Thrive Coach
of their decision.

Team Member will remain on their existing compensation structure until their company dollar
anniversary date. At that time they will be able to choose one of the KW Your Way Team Member
comp plans. Any transactions where compensation is due the Thrive Coach to per honored per
the terms of the Thrive coaching contract.

I agree to the policies and procedures as outlined above.

Dated:

___________________________________________________
RAINMAKER

CalDRE# 01406150/#01434204
Each office is independently owned & operated


